Abstract-We introduce a new generation functionally distinct redundant free Modified Dual Tree Complex Wavelet structure with improved orthogonality and symmetry properties. Traditional Dual Tree Complex Wavelets Transform (DTCWT), which incorporates two operationally similar, procedurally different Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) trees, is inherently redundant and computationally complex. In this paper, we propose Symmetrically Modified DTCWT (SMDTCWT) to explore the close relationships between the wavelet coefficients from the real and imaginary tree of the dualtree CWT with an advent of a Quadrature Filter. This exploitation can reduce the level of redundancy that currently exists in a dual-tree wavelet system and decrease the computational complexity .Some of the primary constraints include that the designed algorithm should be satisfying the Hilbert transform pair condition and should have high coding gain, good directional sensitivity, and sufficient degree of regularity.
I. INTRODUCTION
A clear introduction of the DTCWT was made in [1] [2] , and showed which has desirable properties of approximate shift insensitive and good directionality. These properties will play a key role fo r many applications in image analysis and synthesis, like denoising, deblurring , super-resolution, watermarking [3] , segmentation [4] and pattern classification [5] .Traditional DWT can only exhibits the shift independence in its undecimated form, which is computationally inefficient, particularly in multiple dimensions. The directional selectivity of the DWT is poor because the separability cannot distinguish between the edge and ridge features on opposing diagonals. With conventional approach, to get optimal shift independence, mid-way location of the scaling basis functions of imaginary tree between those for real tree at each level of the transform is must and it was proposed achieving this by a delay of one sample between the same level filters in each tree, and then, for subsequent levels, by employing alternate odd and even length linear-phase filters. In [6] , Nick Kingsbury proposed a new approach to achieve optimal shift invariance [7] with only even length linear phase filters by highlighting the major limitations of the alternate even and odd length filter approach. The limitations of the alternate odd and even length filter approach are 1) The sub-sampling structure is not very symmetrical 2) The two trees have a slightly different frequency responses and 3) The filter sets must be bi-orthogonal. To overcome all of the above limitations, Kings bury proposed a Q-shift dual tree, in which the filters beyond the level 1 are even length, but they are no longer strictly linear phase and offers a group delay of quarter sample. But there are certain drawbacks are inherent in the above approach proposed by the Kingsbury .The most important of those are a) Even though with an employment of even length filter from second level onwards there will be a process non homogeneity between the first and the other subsequent levels due to filter mismatch b) Irrespective of the length type of the filter, equal number of separate filters employed for both real and imaginary trees. c) Filter count increases to twice as that of DWT d) Due to increased filter count the process load and computational complexity increases Considerably.
In order to reduce the process complexity and to considerably speed up the process, we proposed a modified version of the DTCWT which reduces the filter count to half to that of the conventional DTCWT (CDTCWT).The Modified DTCWT (MDTCWT) processes the signal in only one tree and obtains the equivalent other tree with an advent of Quadrature filter. All the filters used here are the same even length filters which accordingly avoids the process in homogeneity in sub sequent levels. As the filter count and designing complexity decreases, the computational complexity of the MDTCWT reduces considerabl. The CDTCWT generally deploys two separate decomposition trees among which one tree is considered to be as real tree and other is considered to be as imaginary tree. (fig.1 ).The real decomposition tree employs a low pass filter and a high pass filter , in a similar manner the imaginary tree also consists of a low pass filter and a high pass filter .The filter pair in real tree differs with that in an imaginary tree by half sample delay, there by satisfying the Hilbert transform condition [8] . In General the filtering operation is essentially a convolution of filters impulse response h (n) and input signal x(n).A convolution is a sequence of multiplications, additions and shifting operations. Although the time required for one addition and one shifting operations is less, the time needed for one multiplication operation is considerably high(according to booths multiplication algorithm).This process time is very large compared to that required for a single addition and shift operation. If suppose for an input signal X of length ‗m', a total of m convolution (L*m-1 addition, L*m multiplication and shift) operations are required. Hence, a filtering operation has to perform the convolution operations in a large number. Such an implementation demands both large number of computations and large storage features that are not desirable for either high speed or low power applications. In order to reduce the process complexity and amount of hardware, instead of implementing the imaginary decomposition tree with a dedicated low pass and high pass filter pair, we propose to derive the imaginary tree from the real tree using Quadrature Filter (QF). It can be implemented with a few shifting and Fourier conjugation operations (which will consume a negligibly very less process time) leads toget rid of the separate filter pair for analysis and synthesis of the imaginary tree and hence the decomposition in an imaginary tree is removed. This will not only leads to the reduction of the computational complexity and power consumption, but also it greatly reduces the computation time and power consumption.
Thus, a CDTCWT is suitably modified to yield a computationally efficient faster decomposition process, with the same protocol structure. The MDTCWT also employs an approximately shift invariant, directional selective dyadic decomposition tree features as that of the CDTCWT, but with single tree processing. Thus, the MDTCWT offers dual tree benefits with single tree processing. As the output of the QF is equivalent to that would be obtained with separate decomposition with Hilbert filter pair, the imaginary tree obtained with quadtrature filter will also form a Hilbert transform pair with real tree coefficients which are given as an input to the QF.This fact is true, both for theoretical and practical analysis. In CDTCWT, the Hilbert relation between the in-phase (real) and quadrature (imaginary)trees are, , , Where and are low pass and high pass filters in imaginary tree, and are filter pair in real tree. The above equations reveals the fact that, the low pass and high pass filters in imaginary tree are related to those in real tree through Hilbert relations .The same will also be perfectly hold by the Modified DTCWT as follows. ,
,
III. ALGORITHM STRUCTURE
The following list summarizes the steps in the proposed QF Algorithm 1. Let be the real tree coefficient matrix of the input signal X(m,n) and shift the Dimensionally by N(where N value is based on the size of the input X) and leading singleton dimensions are removed. ]=2, 4. Now take the proper product of the dimensionally shifted input and zero appended matrix h and compute the inverse FFT of the result. 5. shift the result produced in step.4 dimensionally in reverse approach to that in
Step.1 to include the removed leading singletons. 6. The result is the quadratic ally shifted version (analytic signal) of the input. To prove the filter's functionality practically, let as shown in Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6
The analytic signal for the given input signal is= 208. The realizable approach of the Modified DTCWT does not contain the filters and ,rather it implements the functionality of as QF( and as QF( .All the conditions imposed in CDTCWT by the Hilbert relations cited above are greatly abide by the Modified DTCWT ,with the completely excluded filter pair and .The resultant coefficients of wavelet decomposition in imaginary tree if it could have been performed with filters and ,can easily be obtained in the Modified DTCWT with a simple quadrature filter ,which is faster,flexible, in operation and has compact hard ware, instead of performing the decomposition with the filter pair and .The process inside the Modified DTCWT is illustrated in fig(2 In poly phase notation [9] , the transfer functions of the filters used for real tree decomposition can be written in terms of their even and odd phases according to the following relations. The filter pair used here is represented in poly phase notation as follows.
For analysis (5) (6) for synthesis
And the high pass filters are alternate time reversals of the low pass filters.
Where L is length of the filters.
The impulse response of the low pass and high pass filter pair used for analysis and synthesis of real tree are plotted in figure (3).
Fig (3):Impulse responses of the analysis and synthesis filter pairs of the real tree with a selected wavelet type of ‗bior6.8'.
The filter coefficients for both analysis and Synthesis real tree filters are listed in table(2). The shift sensitive characteristics of the MDTCWT are similar to that of the CDTCWT and still even flat step response is possible with the MDTCWT. The shift sensitive characteristics of the MDTCWT are psychovisually similar to those can be obtained with the CDTCWT. In the MDTCWT as the levels of decomposition increases, the step wavelet response will get even flat and smoother. For example a composite signal of 16 shifted step functions are applied as an input to both modified MDTCWT and standard DWT simultaneously to observe the variation in shift insensitivity offered by them at levels from 1 to 4 as shown in figure (4) and has been observed that the characteristics are alike in all aspects to those can be obtained with CDTCWT but relatively very less shift effects. There is almost no change in shape of the step response and the shifted wavelet response will remains as same as that of the un-shifted step response. Hence as the levels of decomposition increases, the deviation between the shifted and the non-shifted waveforms vanishes proportionally with the MDTCWT as shown in figure (4). The Multi scale analysis is an important feature offered by the Conventional DTCWT, according to which as the scale or level of decomposition increases the regularization in time and frequency domains will get improved. Signal decomposition at lower scales or levels ,it is only poor fair timefrequency resolution is possible, but as we progress the decomposition process to the higher scales or higher levels it is possible to obtain Copyright © 2014 MECS I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2014, 7, 44-52 better, desirable resolution in time and frequency domains. But when the levels or scales of decomposition are increased beyond certain value the quality of reconstructed signal will decreases in the Conventional DTCWT. Hence the quality of the reconstructed signal will limit the levels of decomposition in the Conventional DTCWT. But the MDTCWT is completely impervious to this problem, and can allow the decomposition at any higher level without a significant information loss. Multilevel wavelet decomposition structure is illustrated in figure(5) The scale by scale wavelet coefficients of an example signal(x(m,n)) decomposition in real and imaginary trees are summarized in table(4) and table (5) respectively.
Fig (5):Multi-scale decomposition structure of the Modified DTCWT Since in CDTCWT, the decomposition process occurs in two separate trees, the significant amount of information loss occurs during the process of retaining the higher coefficient values and removes the lower coefficient values. The same process will continue as the decomposition progresses to the higher levels .To explain how the CDTCWT generates oriented wavelets ,let us now consider the 2-D wavelet associated with the row column implementation of the wavelet transform ,where is a complex(approximately analytic)wavelet given by
.We obtain for the expression
Note that the first term in above equation is HH wavelet of a real tree wavelet decomposition.The second term is also a HH wavelet associated with the imaginary tree wavelet decomposition. For instance, to obtain a real 2-D wavelet oriented at , consider now the complex 2-D wavelet ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ,where ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ represents the complex conjugate of and ,as previous, is approximately analytic wavelet
To obtain four more oriented real 2-D wavelets, we can repeat this procedure on the following complex 2-D wavelets , , ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ and ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ,where and .Specifically, we obtain the six wavelets using the following equations. 
, ,
We have used the normalization 1/√ only so that the sum/difference operation constitutes an orthonormal operation.
The CDTCWT can provide good directional selectivity in only six orientation angles viz and while preserving the quality of reconstructed signal. The directional wavelet orientation of the MDTCWT is shown in fig (6) .In order to further increase the chances of wavelet orientation in even more directions, the levels of signal decomposition has to be brought to the higher scales. If this happens a huge amount of significant information will be lost in both the trees of CDTCWT, while discarding the smaller coefficients. This will leads to the remarkable drop in the quality of the reconstructed signal. Hence the directional wavelet orientation and levels of decomposition are limited by the reconstructed signal quality. But with Modified DTCWT the case is entirely different. While providing the directional wavelet orientation in all six angles as that of the CDTCWT, it does not limit the chances of wavelet orientation in even more directions and levels of decomposition with the reconstructed signal quality. A most convincing reason for this is the Modified DTCWT performs the signal decomposition in only one tree and maintains a perfect information integrity which does not allow any significant information loss. Hence if we brought the decomposition to higher scales we can achieve the better wavelet orientation in even more irections without losing the quality of the reconstructed signal. The MDTCWT achieves a nearly shift invariant and directionally selective properties with a redundancy factor of for‗d'-dimensional signals, and the signal of any(d)dimension will be decomposed in only one tree. For 2 dimensional signal the redundancy factor is , so the entire data in the decomposed signal is significant and hence there is no redundant data.Thus the MDTCWT is completely redundant free compared to the Conventional Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transfom. The proposed work is computationally more efficient than the CDTCWT as from the fact that, the modified MDTCWT obtains its imaginary straight away from the real and it does not requires separate tree. The tool developed is obeyed to all conditions of DTCWT integrity and preserves all the performance features.
The MDTCWT has a huge scope in the signal processing plot forms where process speed and power consumption are the major factors to be considered .It finds its applications in image analysis and synthesis, like denoising, deblurring, super-resolution, watermarking [4] , segmentation [3] and pattern classification [5] where processor has to process a bulk amount of data in quicker times at relatively higher speeds with process homogeneity.
